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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to support the learning activity in the Internet learning space. In this paper, we examine the GRID technology as the knowledge management for supporting "collaborative learning" / "collaboration in learning" (CL). RAPSOHY-EX (REX) is a distributed learning support environment organized as a learning infrastructure. REX can effectively carry out to support collaborative activities in asynchronous/synchronous learning mode. The mixed distributed learning environment is utilized as a new learning ecology, where individual / collaborative learning environment with audio/visual channel (like as a video-conference) are performed on the multimedia communication network. In this mixed distributed learning environment, people can arrange, modify and integrate educational information for the purpose of investigating, decision making, planning, problem solving, building knowledge and self development. Diverse information in the educational context is referred and reused as knowledge which oneself and others can practically utilize. We aim at constructing the growing digital portfolio database for learning knowledge management in Internet environment. In addition, we explore the GRID technology of activating human-interactivity for knowledge mining/discovering.

1. Introduction
The society is changing along with the explosive growth of Internet. This growth is so closely, tightly, and widely that everyone often feels the power of the information evolution. Education certainly affects the way people think, learn, and work. Nowadays, the word system of “e-Learning” is rapidly spreading out according to popularization of Internet. As for advantages of Internet, people can communicate each other for anyone, anytime and anywhere. Moreover people can share, build, store and reuse the various kinds of information. Here, it seems that the concept of “e-Learning” gets the citizenship in the society instead of CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction). Along with this trend, we recognize the necessity of construction to new learning society such as learning individuals, learning organization and learning community. Above mentioned, we can say that Internet is a kind of “Treasure Island” of educational resources from the world wide stances, though it includes much harmful information.

In asynchronous learning, the transformer of knowledge and the transformee of knowledge communicate with a time lag. In such a situation, more positive support is required to realize an effective and efficient learning activity. We need to build a learning infrastructure with learning spaces with various functions.

Recently, the thought of GRID technology in e-Learning are introduced, which means conceptual and technical aspects of electronic learning. Furthermore, this concept is being extended toward knowledge GRID, GRID Intelligence, and distributed artificial intelligence for effective knowledge communication/ building/management. We investigate the mechanism of transmission and management of knowledge for the development of the knowledge community in the learning space, within the educational context. In this paper, we discuss about the technology the knowledge management and the knowledge representation of the learning information for the CL support in consideration of GRID technology under the context of e-Learning.

2. Collaboration in Learning
2.1 Some Definitions
In terms of Roschelle & Teasley (1995), they defined “collaboration” to be “a coordinated, synchronous activity that is the result of a continued attempt to construct and maintain a shared conception of a problem”. Dillenbourg (1999) takes up the following 4 points as the features of CL, which are a situation, interactions, process/learning mechanism and effects. Cowie & Raddick (1988) defined that collaboration in learning is the opportunity to learn through the expression and exploration of diverse ideas and experiences in cooperative company. It is not about competing with fellow members of the group and winning, but using the diverse resources available in the group to deepen understanding, sharpen judgment and extend knowledge”.

In consideration of those views, Okamoto (2000) pointed out that CL should emphasize as follows:
1) Process/situated context
2) Individual learning achievement such as knowledge acquisition, skill formation and concept formation, learning set
3) Versatile cognition for both of holistic and serialistic thinking schema
4) Understandings of objective relationship among self/you/he or she
5) Effects of observation learning (reflection/self-monitoring)
   CL doesn’t depend on place and time. Especially, In Internet environment, the type of asynchronous ecology of CL is more useful rather than the synchronous one (such as a Videoconference). Moreover, in the process of CL, individual learning may be sometime embedded based on a certain curriculum in schools and vice versa. Collaboration in learning and/or collaborative learning often happens during ordinal educational situation. In this study, CL is thought as a fundamental and essential learning activity.
Knowledge Modeling the situation of collaborative learning. 

Knowledge that each of participants revealed /found in the process of repository-module in the REX can work to analyze/manage knowledge for an arbitrary situation of collaborative learning. The participants can review those data in order to diagnose/evaluate their achievements. Also, the participants can refer the flow/stock of learning resource information. Learning GRID has the functions of modeling the situation of collaborative learning and perturbing a specific area of interest.

Table 1: Activities on Collaborative Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity-cognitive level</th>
<th>Activity-social level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Discussing</td>
<td>• Observing/Suggesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Planning/Designing</td>
<td>• Role-taking/Cooperating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Data/idea sharing</td>
<td>• Coordinating/Controlling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluating/finding solution</td>
<td>• Social interacting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Building knowledge</td>
<td>• Facilitating /Supervising</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Technological /Functional Conditions to Encourage CL

In general, we can divide the activities on collaborative learning into two classes. The social activities and the cognitive activities are estimated. Table 1 shows these classes. Based on these activities, the resources required in CL environment are taken up as follows:

- Technologically mediated dialogue channel
- Shared workplace for a group
- Personal workplace
- Learning materials/learning tools
- Analyzing tools of Data/Information
- Repository/Memory for data/information revealed in CL
- Reference channel for the collaborative repository
- Modeling tools for monitoring the process of CL

To encourage the CL, we implemented the RAPSODY-EX (REX) REX is a learning framework with above resources. This system can store all learning activities log in the digital portfolio holder and participants can review those data in order to diagnose/evaluate their achievements. Also, the participants can refer the flow/stock of knowledge for an arbitrary situation of collaborative learning. The repository-module in the REX can work to analyze/manage knowledge that each of participants revealed /found in the process of collaborative learning.

3. The Schema and Functions of Learning GRID

In this study, the information/knowledge processing is considered as a process of the knowledge management in the learning context. Knowledge management is defined like follows (Davenport 1997). The knowledge management is "the systematic process of finding, selecting, organizing, distilling and presenting information in a way that improves an employee's comprehension in a specific area of interest."

Here, we propose the functions of Learning GRID as the knowledge management between learning environments (like as a set of the REX). It guarantees the mutual interactivity among learners and activates knowledge building. In some sense, GRID means the role of exchanging knowledge or artifacts in a set of marketplaces that can stock the various kind of information. At the same time, learners need the value of sense with sharing/re-using manners. We have developed GRID technology as knowledge mining in collaborative learning process. REX plays as a marketplace in the GRID world.

Figure 1 shows the meaning of Learning GRID which plays roles of the set of the marketplaces for knowledge transmission, transformation and exchange. Moreover, the function of Learning GRID is in charge of bring about building and discover of knowledge through assimilation/accommodation, differentiating/integrating occurred in collaborative learning. We aim to realize this mechanism as social computing by active collaborative memory (CM).

Learning GRID we intend plays roles of encouraging collaborative learning. Figure 2 shows the framework of Learning GRID technology. From participants’ performance information and learning resource information. Learning GRID has the functions of modeling the situation of collaborative learning and perturbing a learner’s behavior for knowledge exchanging, transforming and acquiring by distributed collaborative agents in order to facilitate knowledge building.

Learning GRID provides adhesive fundamentals for social computing which has also the function of collaborative filtering with recommendation function. So, we can regard this as a conductor in a marketplace and a kind of negotiation-circulation engine for knowledge management. Every agent is embedded in every marketplace and a kind of negotiation-circulation engine for knowledge management. Every agent is embedded in every learning environment. 2 types of functions are offered. One is the monitoring function for the learning progress. The other is the tool/application for the CL. The former function controls the learning history/record of individual learners and the progress of the collaborative group learning. The latter tool/application becomes a space/workplace for collaborative synchronous/asynchronous
At the information management layer, the reference/arrangement/integration of learning information are processed. The individual learner profile information is composed of information following the IEEE Profile information guidelines (IEEE 2000). The group information is expressed by the expansion of the individual learner profile information. The conversion from the learning log data to learning information is necessary to develop this profile database. The information, which should apply in learning information, is as follows:

- Information and/or data on its learning context and/or learning situation
- Information about the sender and the sendee of the information
- Significance and/or outline in the educational context
- Information on the relation structure of the learning information
- Reference pointer to individual learner and group who proposed or produced the information
- Relation with other material

4.3 Pedagogical Agents in the GRID

By adding above-mentioned information, the learning information is arranged into an unique form. If a learner requires some information related to his/her current learning, the learning market, like a REX, shows the estimated desired information to the learner. Figure 4 shows a communication scheme in the GRID. Two types of agent are in the GRID world. The learning GRID agent (LGagent) and the knowledge messenger agent (KMagent). These agents work for investigation, collaboration and whole-watching in the GRID world.

LGagent are organized by three types of agents. They are existed in the learning market. In the case of REX market, these agents perform each mission with user (user-RAPgent), each CL tool (application-RAPgent) and the CM in REX server (CM-RAPgent). Communication protocol between RAPgents is defined based on the FIPA ACL communicative act. The missions of each RAPagent are to transform information adaptively to create group portfolio, to maintain learning contexts in the group member and to let refer information in CM. To realize the knowledge management in REX, application-RAPgents develop some learning contexts by using learning information in the CM. Then they refer the suitable learning information for the collaborative tool application.

5. The Learning GRID Technology in REX

The knowledge management in educational context is defined as follows: “the systematic process of finding, selecting, organizing, distilling and presenting information in a way that improves a learner’s comprehension and/or ability to fulfill his/her current learning objectives.” The information of learning entity contains the expressed knowledge by learners. This overt knowledge can be represented by natural language as verbal information. So, we can regard this knowledge as one that would be elicited from the learner’s tacit
knowledge. In this situation, what we have to consider is as follows:

- **Who are the subjects of our knowledge management work?**

  Learners and the persons who support the learners are our subjects. Learners’ task is to acquire the ability/skill for the problem solving. On the other hand, supporters’ tasks are to support for acquisition of ability/skill of the learner, and to support of the problem solving by the learner. Supporter means a facilitator/tutor/coach/organizer etc.

- **What are the knowledge resources in the learning group?**

  For learners, the knowledge for the effective and efficient problem solving is their knowledge resource. On the other hand, for the supporters, the knowledge on problem setting and activity assessment is their knowledge source.

- **What is the gain for the learning group?**

  The gains for learners are to acquire the ability in which to effectively and efficiently solve the problem, and to acquire the metacognition ability. For supporters, the acquisition of the ability of supporting the ability acquisition of the learner is their gain.

- **How are the knowledge resources controlled to guarantee the maximum gain for the learning group?**

  By the information processing to relate common knowledge of the CM and learning context, we try to manage the knowledge in the CL. To create the collaborative portfolio between individual and group learning, extension of acquired knowledge of learners, knowledge extraction from learning history under the problem solving and making outline of problem solving process.

### 6. REX as a Learning Market

#### 6.1 Learning GRID with REX

A learner group that guarantees the smooth transmission of knowledge can form a community (the knowledge community) by sharing and reusing common knowledge. The image of collaborative/group learning with REX is shown in figure 5. Learning activities that occur within this group are as follows:

- Achievement of learning objectives as a group;
- Achievement of the learning objectives of each learner;
- Achievement of the learning objectives of the learner group, which consists of multiple learners.

REX supports the transmission of knowledge in the learner group and the promotion of the learning activity. It is indispensable that REX has the following functions:

1) Function which controls learning information for the individual learner and the group.

2) Function, which manages learning information of the learner for mediation.

The learner and group information are produced from the learning space. This information will be stored in the collaborative memory (CM). This information is defined as learning information. We also define the method of information management of such information and the structure of the CM.
6.2 Examples of the Knowledge Management in REX

Figure 6 shows the window images of the collaborative applications on REX. Two types of applications are loaded. One is a chat tool for the text communication among the group member. Another application is a collaborative simulator for the . Each application has each application-RAPgent. By the functions of these RAPAgents, learning history data at this session is stored in the CM and formulates a set of the group portfolio.

The examples of knowledge management at this session are shown in the figure 6. A log data of this dialog is visualized by three kinds of methods. These results are produced by three application RAPAgents. The first method is visualization of the dialog structure (figure 6 (a)). The dialog layers are shown based on the dialog proceeding model (Inaba 1997) and the utterance intention information that were given to the dialog log. The result is shown as tree structure. The second method is visualization of transition of the contents of a dialog (figure 6 (b)). An appearance of the important term is in a dialog is searched for using the term dictionary about the current discussion/learning domain (Chiku 2001). This result and the timing connection of each utterance are considered to detect a transition of the contents of a dialog. The result is shown as graph structure. The third method is visualization of transition of problem solution process (figure 6 (c)). One utterance can be unified as meaningless unit for the problem solving process from the first and the second processing result and an educational mentor's expertise/educational intentions. The result re-constituted as problem solution process is shown with the structure that imitated the dendrogram.

7. Evaluation and Conclusions

Based on these concepts, we examined the feasibility, implementability and effectivity of our GRID world. The learning GRID was constructed by some collaborative applications (Collaborative simulator for the nutrition treatment / the company management/economical control ), some communication tools (text/audio/image) and the REX as a knowledge marketplace(Kayama 2002-a, Kayama 2002-b).

The purpose of this study is to support the learning activity in the Internet learning space. We examine the knowledge management and the knowledge representation of the learning information for the CL support. REX is a distributed learning support environment organized as a learning GRID technology.

In this paper, the management of learning information in REX is described. REX is an integrated distributed learning environment and the GRID technology for supporting tools/applications for the CL. Also, in this paper, the knowledge management mechanism in the educational context is showed. The details of GRID technology as knowledge management and for connecting different softwares is exploring by using the semantic web approach and it will be integrated with the current learning support environment.

Our Grid technology is focused in the center of connecting various information among learners' profile, log-data in learning process and learning resources as information Grid for the purpose of sharing with interoperability of applications/tools used in collaborative learning process.
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